Beausoleil First Nation
Eleven O-Gemaa Miikaan
Christian Island, ON
L9M 0A9
705-247-2051 Fax: 705-247-2239 Email: admin@chimnissing.ca

July 9th 2018
BEAR SIGHTING WARNING AND BEAR WISE INFORMATION
Beausoleil First Nation has received a report of a bear sighting on Beausoleil First Nation
Territory. The sighting occurred on Shki Miikaan coming from the landfill area. The
report indicated that a black bear was being chased by a pack of dogs on the evening
of Saturday, July 7th. Beausoleil First Nation is urging members and cottagers to use
extreme caution while you are in any wooded areas or near the landfill area.
The following information was obtained from BEAR WISE
(https://www.ontario.ca/page/prevent-bear-encounters-bear-wise) on how to keep you
safe and avoid any such bear encounters;
1. Who to Contact:
IN AN EMERGENCY SITUATION
Call 911
if you feel a bear poses an immediate threat to personal safety and:






Enters a school yard when school is in session

Enters or tries to enter a residence
Wanders into a public gathering
Kills livestock/pets and lingers at the site
Stalks people and lingers at the site

Generally, bears want to avoid humans. Most encounters are not aggressive and attacks
are rare.
NON EMERGENT SITUATION
Call the OPP Communications Centre at 1-888-310-1122 if a bear is:






Roaming around, checking garbage cans
Breaking into a shed where garbage or food is stored in a tree
Pulling down a bird feeder or knocking over a barbecue
Moving through a backyard or field but is not lingering

2. About Black Bears
Black bears live throughout most of Ontario. They primarily inhabit forested areas
where they are best able to find food, refuge and den sites.
Their entire life revolves around food. When they are not hibernating, bears spend most
of their time looking for food.
From the time they come out of hibernation until berry crops are available, bears live
off their stored fat and the limited energy provided by fresh spring greens. They get
most of their food energy by feeding on summer berry crops like blueberries,
raspberries, and cherries. In the fall, they turn their attention to hazel nuts, mountain
ash, acorns and beech nuts.
The availability of their natural food varies from season to season and from year to
year. When natural food sources are poor, black bears will travel long distances to seek
out alternative sources of food.
3. How to Prevent Conflicts with Black Bears
Bears usually avoid humans. But they are attracted into urban and rural areas to get
food. They will topple bird feeders, ransack barbecues, raid garbage cans and even try
to enter buildings. If they learn that they can find food where people live, bears will
return again and again. Relocation and destruction are poor ways of trying to prevent
conflicts with bears.
You can prevent conflicts with bears by following these steps.
Remove bear attractants
When bears pick up a scent with their keen noses, they will investigate it. If they find
bird food, garbage or pet food they will return as long as the food source is available.
4. Avoid Bear-Human Interactions
When out in bear country:







Travel in groups of 2 or more (bears primarily attack people who are alone)
Make noise as you move through areas where visibility is restricted or where

background noise is high, such as near streams and waterfalls (e.g., singing,
whistling or talking will alert bears to your presence, giving them a chance to
avoid you)
While outdoors, keep your eyes and ears open:
Scan your surroundings to check for bears
Do not wear music headphones







Watch for signs of bear activity (e.g., tracks, claw marks on trees, flipped-over

rocks or fresh bear droppings)
If you are out with a dog, leash it (uncontrolled, untrained dogs may actually
lead a bear to you)
Pay attention, especially if you are working, gardening or berry picking
Occasionally scan your surroundings to check for bears
Rise slowly if you are in a crouched position so that you don’t startle nearby
bears

5. Take Community Action
It takes the local community to prevent conflicts with bears. You may be doing your
part, but if your neighbour is not, you may still encounter a bear on your property as a
result. Commit your community to becoming Bear Wise. Remind your neighbours to do
their part by:



Sharing this information with your neighbours
Starting the conversation about how you can work together to prevent conflicts with
bears (e.g. making sure the whole street waits until morning to put out garbage for
collection)

6. Be Prepared
When out in bear country:
 Carry a whistle or air horn
 Learn how to use bear pepper spray and carry it somewhere that’s easy to
access
 Consider carrying a long-handled axe, if you are in remote areas or deep in the
forest.
7. If You Encounter a Black Bear
Stop. Do not panic. Remain calm.
Quickly assess the situation and try to determine which type of an encounter this might
be – sighting, surprise or close encounter.
When bears are caught off guard, they are stressed, and usually just want to flee.
Generally, the noisier the bear is, the less dangerous it is, provided you don't approach
the bear. The noise is meant to ‘scare’ you off and acts as a warning signal.
If you see a black bear:




do not try to get closer to the bear for a better look or picture
make sure the bear has a clear escape route — don’t corner a bear
always watch the bear and slowly back away until the bear is out of sight






get inside, if you are near a building or vehicle
leave the area, if you are berry-picking, hiking, camping, jogging or cycling
if you are with others, stay together and act as a group
if the bear does not get closer to you, slowly back away, talking to the bear in a
quiet, monotone voice

8. Bear Warning Signs
Black bear attacks are extremely rare. A black bear may attack if it:




feels threatened - if it perceives you to be a threat to it, its cubs or it may be
defending food - this is a defensive bear that wants more space between you
and it
is a predatory bear - usually occur in rural or remote areas. Predatory bears
approach silently, and may continue to approach regardless of your attempts to
deter them by yelling or throwing rocks

There are warning signals threatened or predatory bears give to let you know you
are too close:



Stands on its hind legs - a bear usually stands to get a better look at you or
‘catch your scent’. This is not aggressive behavior.
Acts defensively - if a bear feels threatened by your presence, it may try to get
you to back off and leave it alone. To do this, it may:
o salivate excessively, exhale loudly, or make huffing, moaning, clacking
and popping sounds with its mouth, teeth and jaws
o lower its head with its ears drawn back while facing you
o charge forward, and/or swat the ground with its paws (known as a ‘bluff’
charge)

Do not:








scream
turn your back on the bear
run
kneel down
make direct eye contact
climb a tree
retreat into water or try and swim — a bear can do these things much better
than you

Do:




wave your arms to make yourself look bigger and yell at the bear to go away
throw objects
blow a whistle or an air horn




make noise to try and persuade the bear to leave
prepare to use bear pepper spray

If the bear keeps advancing toward you




Stand your ground
Use your bear pepper spray (if the bear is close) or anything else you can find or
use to threaten or distract the bear
Fight back as if your life depends on it

If the bear attacks




use your pepper spray
fight back with everything you have — in a predatory attack, your life is at risk
do not play dead except in the rare instance when you are sure a mother bear
is attacking you in defense of cubs and your initial attempts to deter the bear
have been unsuccessful (especially true for children or small-bodied adults)

After the bear leaves



tell others about bear activity in the area
if the bear was eating from a non-natural food source (like garbage or bird food),
remove or secure the item that attracted the bear

9. Lethal Force
It’s best to prevent encounters with bears before doing anything else.
But if you’ve exhausted all alternatives you have the right to protect your personal
property and yourself. Any action you take must be:




carried out using the most humane means possible
done in a safe manner
in accordance with any applicable laws (e.g., discharging a firearm by-laws)

You do not need a hunting licence to use lethal force. But if you kill a black bear and do
not intend to keep it, you must report it immediately to your Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry office.
If you kill a black bear and want to keep the dead animal for personal use, you
must register for a Notice of Possession with the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry.
Killing a bear in self-defence must be an action of last resort.

